We demonstrate how to construct a large class of interacting quantum systems for which an exact solution may be found for the ground state wave function and ground state energy for some range of interaction parameters. It is shown that the ground state exhibits singularities in these cases, and in some simple instances the exact ground state phase diagram and critical indices are also found.
A large number of quantum spin systems have been discovered whose ground state wave function and energy can be found exactly. Examples exist in all dimensionality, and the zero-temperatures phase diagram is sufficiently complicated to exhibit singularities as parameters of the Hamiltonian are varied, and thus exhibit two or more phases. These models are elaborations based on the original observation of Majumdar (1) for the exact ground state of a one-dimensional spin chain.
It is the purpose of this paper to elucidate the special properties of a system required for such a solution, and thus delineate the class of problems which can be exactly solved by the general methods. To this aim we define the notion of superstability, and then prove a theorem which enables us to construct the large class of exactly soluble models. Various features are illustrated by simple examples.
We first introduce the important concept of superstability. We shall say that an eigenstate + of the Hamiltonian H is superstable (SS) with respect to the operator J at H if (H + aS)~ --O(a)~, --E(a)qJ (1) for all l al < c, with c a nonzero, positive number. The quantity a is the field conjugate to J. The set of all a for which ~p is an eigenstate of H(a) will be called the region of superstability of ~p with respect to J. Note that q~ is not to depend upon a. We easily prove the following results: 1. If ~ is superstable with respect to J, then q~ is an eigenstate of J.
2. The region of superstability is all a.
3. The set of all J's for which q~ is superstable form an [(n -1) 2 + 1]-dimensional vector space, where n is the dimension of the original vector space. (The number of mutually commuting independent operators, on the other hand, form only an n-dimensional vector space.)
We henceforth normalize, unless otherwise indicated, so that J~ = 0 by replacing J by J -M, where )~ is the eigenvalue of J corresponding to ~.
We are concerned with finding the ground state of certain interacting systems, so we define the following additional concepts:
If ~ is the ground state of H(a) for all la] < a, a a nonzero positive number, then we say that ~b is superstable as a ground state (SSGS) with respect to J at H.
Likewise we define the region of superstability of + as a ground state (RSSGS) to be the set of all a for which ~ remains a ground state of H(a). This region of the--in general--multidimensional field space a includes, of course, the origin a = 0, but otherwise it is a very complicated region usually difficult to determine exactly.
To settle on notation, ~b always indicates our SS state which may also be SSGS. We have normalized so that Jtp = 0, and thus the energy eigenxmlue is E, independent of a for all a. The operators and fields J, a are, of course, multidimensional. The ground state is always written as t)o(C 0 with ground state energy E0(a ). tp, E coincide with t)o(C 0, E0(et ) for the RSSGS.
The following general results relevant for the ground state are easily shown:
1. E0(a ) as a function of a is concave downwards. 4. The RSSGS is a convex region. Thus the set of J's for which ff is a superstable ground state also form a vector space of dimension less than or equal to (n-1)2+ 1. If we determine that the RSSGS includes laol < ao for a set of independent Jo, then the RSSGS also includes the region generated by the ao, meaning the polyhedron with vertices at (0,..., 0, _+ ao, 0 ..... 0); or the convex hull.
We now give some examples to illustrate the concepts, and indicate they are not empty.
1. First, consider the simplest case of a vector space of dimension n = 2. Then the most general Hamiltonian with a SS state is H9 = 6i2~j2a , (i, j = 1,2). The RSSGS is then clearly a > 0.
A slightly more complicated case is n = 3. We take the Hamiltonian as i ~176
?,* B
The condition which determines the RSSGS is that the nonzero eigenvalues be positive, or aft -I)tl 2 > 0, a +/3 > 0.
Consider now the two-spin Hamiltonian

H = S. S', S(S + 1) = S. S (3)
If we write the total spin as 
For a given L, the lowest energy is always at L z = + L. Thus the levels L = 0 and L = 1 cross at a = + 1, and we find the RSSGS to be [a I < a =l.
Second, let J = Sz S~. This operator acting on the singlet state can only give a singlet contribution, and thus the singlet state is SS with respect to this J. The eigenvalue ~, of J is determined by 3)~ = -S(S + 1), so if
The RSSGS, although nonzero, is a more complicated calculation.
3. Let us now consider the spin-l/2 Heisenberg-Ising chain with Hamiltonian
Since [H(8) ,J] = 0, all states are SS with respect to J. However, to answer the more interesting question of the RSSGS of the singlet ground state ~b0(8), it has been shown by Yang and Yang (2) that for 6 > 1 the RSSGS is given by
where coshX = 8 + 1.
The operator J is an extensive parameter, and J//N is the intensive magnetization per spin. Then the field -c~ serves as a magnetic field. Yang and Yang also find that for near ~, the energy per spin is given by
Thus the singularity of the ground state as a function of a is not simply first order at la] = a, but instead is continuous with an appropriate critical exponent. 
But by our previous argument, if ]a]y < ~, E 0 > E 2 + E 1. Thus considering + as a trial state, we have the upper bound equal to the lower bound, and conclude that ~ = 61• ~02 is SSGS with ground state energy E 0 = E 2 + E I. The RSSGS includes the region Ic~]~, < a, but may easily be larger.
We remark that nowhere have we required that there exist a state SS with respect to K 2 at H 2.
The previous considerations lead us to the following: 
The pairs of spins S, S' form a cluster, and the SS state is a product of singlet states for each of these N clusters. This state is SSGS for a sufficiently large. When a cluster is in the singlet state, the chain is broken at this point, and this system is representative of a large class of systems in which clusters act as "switches" causing the lattice to fall into independent pieces. The ground state has a degeneracy (2T + 1) N since the T spins are then independent. The ground state energy is E 0 = -2aNS(S + 1). We may also establish that the RSSGS includes the region ~ > 1.
On the other hand, if a = 1, we may consider the alternate cluster
It is degenerate with the previous state, and if we consider it as a trial state, it gives us the estimate
E o < -[a + 1]NS(S + 1)
. Thus, the RSSGS is a > 1. 
This value of a is considerably larger than the boundary value of the RSSGS of an individual chain as given in the previous example 3.
With the cluster theorem, we have given a procedure for constructing larger and more complicated systems, which in turn have a state which is SSGS. We will be most interested in thermodynamic systems which we have shown to have a nonzero RSSGS in the limit N---) oo. In proving the cluster theorem, we were only concerned with the existence of the RSSGS. This is sufficient to also establish the existence of a singularity of the ground state energy as a function of the fields a, since a very simple trial function can give a lower energy than the SS cluster functions for sufficiently large lal. Another way of saying the same thing: The ground state cannot be independent of the external parameters ~ for all a, and thus a singularity must exist at the boundary of the RSSGS.
To locate the boundary of the RSSGS exactly is difficult. By better and better trial functions, we can enclose the boundary from the outside, and by better and better lower bounds on the Hamiltonian we may enlarge our estimate of the interior of the RSSGS. Depending on our diligence, this can give us quite a good approximation to the boundary of the RSSGS.
On the other hand, designation of the clusters and interactions is arbitrary, and it may happen that two different cluster schemes may give two different RSSGS with a common portion of boundary. Examples are Ref. 4 and our fifth example. In this case we can rigorously locate the singularity, and conclude that it is of first order with a discontinuity in the normal derivative upon crossing the common boundary. However, it would be a mistake to conclude that all singularities at the boundary of a RSSGS must be of first order, as the example of the Heisenberg-Ising chain showed.
A detailed discussion of the nature of the SSGS phase, the microscopic theory of the excitations above this phase, and the connection with the "standard" theory of phase transitions will be presented in an expanded paper. We simply remark here, that for a system built of finite clusters, it is reasonable to designate the RSSGS phase as a quantum fluid, as was done in Ref. 3 .
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